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$A,$ $B$ $O\leq A-B$ $A-B$ $B<A$
Theorem 1 $A,$ $B\in B(H)$
$\log B<\log A\Leftrightarrow\exists\alpha\in(\mathrm{O}, 1):B^{\alpha}<A^{\alpha}$
$<$ $\leq$
$\log B\leq\log A\Leftrightarrow\exists\alpha\in(\mathrm{O}, 1):B^{\alpha}\leq A^{\alpha}$
2
Theorem 2 $A,$ $B$ 2 2 $\log B\leq\log A$ $\log B<\log A$
$\exists\alpha>0:B^{\alpha}\leq A^{\alpha}\Leftrightarrow AB=BA$
$AB=BA$
[ ] $A,$ $B$ 3 3 $\log B\leq\log A$ $\log B<\log A$
$\exists\alpha>0:B^{\alpha}\leq A^{\alpha}\Leftrightarrow AB=BA$
[ ] $(\Leftarrow)$ $(\Rightarrow)$ 2 2
$\log B_{2}<\log A_{2}$ , $A_{2}B_{2}\neq B_{2}A2$
$\exists\alpha\in(0,1)$ : $B_{2}^{\alpha}<A_{2}^{\alpha}$
$A=$ , $B=$








Theorem 3 $A,$ $B\in B(H)$ $P$ $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(B-A)$ orthogonal projection




Let $A,$ $B$ be bounded selfadjoint operators in a Hilbert space $\mathcal{H}$ . In [Ha], the notion of exponential
ordering is introduced as the one defined by $e^{A}\leq e^{B}$ . In this article, we consider an infinitesimal
version of it: Consider the condition
$e^{\kappa A}\leq e^{\kappa B}$ for some $\kappa>0$ ,
which is equivalent to the following one by L\"owner-Heinz’ inequality: there is a positive real $\kappa_{0}$ such
that
$e^{\kappa A}\leq e^{\kappa B}$ for all $0\leq\kappa\leq\kappa_{0}$ .
By the last expression, we see that the condition in fact defines an order relation in the set of bounded
selfadjoint operators, which is weaker than the exponential ordering in [H] and will be referred to as
infinitesimal exponential ordering in what follows.
By power series expansion in the exponential functions, the last condition is further equivalent to
$B-A+ \frac{\kappa}{2}(B^{2}-A^{2})+\frac{\kappa^{2}}{3!}(B^{\mathrm{s}_{-}}A3)+\cdots\geq 0$ for sufficiently small $\kappa>0$ ,
which particularly implies the operator inequality $A\leq B$ : the infinitesimal exponential ordering is
finer than the ordinary ordering.
If $B-A$ is invertible, the converse implication is apparently true as remarked in [FJKT].
We here deal with the case when the kernel of $B-A$ is non-trivial and prove that the infinitesimal
exponential inequality forces simultaneous decomposability of operators $A,$ $B$ with respect to the
kernel projection $P$ of $B-A$ , i.e., $AP=PA$ and $PB=BP$ .
When the Hilbert space $\mathcal{H}$ is finite-dimensional, this gives the following characterization of the
infinitesimal exponential ordering: Let $A$ and $B$ be hermitian $n\cross n$ matrices. The condition
$e^{\kappa A}\leq e^{\kappa B}$ for some $\kappa>0$
is then equivalent to require $PA=AP,$ $PB=BP$ and $A\leq B$ .
Since a generic operator inequality $A\leq B$ (under the assumption that $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(B-A)\neq 0$) does not
satisfy the reducing property $PA=AP,$ $PB=BP$, we have plenty of examples of operator inequality
$A\leq B$ without satisfying the infinitesimal exponential order relation.
2. PROOFS
With the notation in the previous section, express the operators $A,$ $B$ and $P$ in a matrix form
$A=$ , $B=$ , $P=$
with respect to the orthogonal decomposition $\mathcal{H}=(1-P)\mathcal{H}+P\mathcal{H}$ . By the choice of $P$ , we have
$(B-A)P=0$ , i.e., $c’=c,$ $b’=b$ and
$a’=a+h$
with $h$ an injective selfadjoint operator on $(1-P)\mathcal{H}$ .
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and hence the following expression for $(e^{\kappa B}-e^{\kappa A})/\kappa$ :
( $h+f(k)(\kappa)^{*}$ $\frac{\kappa\frac{\kappa}{j}}{6}b^{*}hhb+\kappa f2(\kappa)b+\kappa r(3\kappa)$),
where $r(\kappa),$ $h(\kappa)$ and $f(\kappa)$ are operator-valued analytic functions of $\kappa$ with $h(\mathrm{O})=h$ .
Now the infinitesimal exponential order relation is equivalent to
$C=(_{\frac{\kappa}{2}b^{*}h+f}h(k\kappa^{2})(\kappa)^{i}$ $\frac{\kappa\frac{\kappa}{?}}{6}b^{*}hb+\kappa r(3\kappa)hb+\kappa^{2}f(\kappa)\mathrm{I}\geq 0$ for sufficiently small $\kappa\geq 0$
and we need to prove $b=0$ from this condition.
By reducing the operator $C$ to the subspace $(1-P)\mathcal{H}+\mathbb{C}\eta$ with $\eta$ a normalized vector in $P\mathcal{H}$ , we
may assume that $P\mathcal{H}$ is one-dimensional, i.e.,
$b,$ $f(\kappa)\in(1-P)\mathcal{H}=\mathcal{L}(\mathbb{C}\eta, (1-P)\mathcal{H})$ and $r(\kappa)\in$ C.
We shall derive a contr\’eiction if $b\neq 0$ by a series of arguments.
For each $\epsilon>0$ , let $e_{\epsilon}$ be the spectral projection for $h$ corresponding to the interval $[\epsilon, +\infty)$ . By
reducing the operator $C$ by
$C_{\epsilon}=(_{\frac{\kappa}{2}b^{*}h_{\epsilon}\kappa^{2}}h+f(\kappa)^{*}\epsilon(k)$ $\frac{\kappa\frac{\kappa}{j}}{6}(b|hbh_{\epsilon}b+)+\kappa^{3}r(\kappa 2f_{\epsilon}(\kappa)\kappa)\mathrm{I}\geq 0$ for sufficiently small $\kappa\geq 0$ ,
where $h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)=e_{\epsilon}h(\kappa)e_{\epsilon}$ and $f_{\epsilon}(\kappa)=e_{\epsilon}f(\kappa)$ . Note here that $h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)=h_{\epsilon}+O(\kappa)$ is invertible on $e_{\epsilon}\mathcal{H}$
for sufficiently small $\kappa\geq 0$ and $(b|hb)>0$ ( $h$ being injective and $b\neq 0$ ).
We now seek for a suitable eigenvector of $C_{\epsilon}$ for small $\kappa>0$ as an analytic perturbation of the
selfadjoint operator $h_{\epsilon}$ .
To avoid notational complications, we first deal with the following problem: Let $\theta$ be a positive
invertible operator on a Hilbert space $\mathcal{K},$ $\beta$ be a non-trivial vector in $\mathcal{K}$ and $\gamma$ be a real number. For
a sufficiently small $\kappa>0$ , consider the bounded self-adjoint operator
on the Hilbert space $\mathcal{K}\oplus \mathbb{C}$ and we seek for an eigenvector which converges to the vector $0\oplus 1\in \mathcal{K}\oplus \mathbb{C}$
projectively as $\kappa$ goes to $0$ .
The eigenrelation
$=\lambda$
with $\xi\in \mathcal{K}$ and $y\in \mathbb{C}$ is equivalent to the equations
$(\lambda-\kappa^{2}\gamma)y=\kappa(\beta|\xi)$
$((\lambda-\kappa^{2}\gamma)\theta+\kappa\beta 2\beta*)\epsilon=\lambda(\lambda-\kappa^{2}\gamma)\xi$ .
(Note that, for $\lambda=\kappa^{2}\gamma$ , the above equations imply $(\xi|\theta\xi)=\kappa^{2}\gamma(\epsilon|\xi)$ and hence ( $\theta$ being invertible)
$\xi=0$ together with $y=0$ for small $\kappa>0$ , i.e., if A is an eigenvalue, $\lambda\neq\kappa^{2}\gamma.$)
We here assume that the vector $\xi$ has the expression
$\xi=\sum_{n\geq 0}X_{n}\theta^{-n-}1\beta$
with $x_{n}\in \mathbb{C}$ .
The eigenrelation for $\xi$ is then satisfied if
$( \lambda-\kappa^{2}\gamma)x\mathrm{o}\beta+\kappa^{2}(\beta|\xi)\beta+(\lambda-\kappa 2\gamma)\sum_{1n\geq}x\hslash\theta-n\beta=\lambda(\lambda-\kappa^{2}\gamma)\sum_{n\geq 1}X_{n-1}\theta^{-n}\beta$
.
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Since the family $\{\theta^{-n}\beta\}_{n\geq 0}$ is linearly independent for a generic $\theta$ , we try to solve the equation by
comparing the coefficients of $\theta^{-n}\beta$ : the equation for $\xi$ is (formally) satisfied if
$( \lambda-\kappa^{2}\gamma)X0+\kappa^{2}n\sum_{\geq 0}X_{n}(\beta|\theta-n-1\beta)=0$
$(\lambda-\kappa^{2}\gamma)xn=\lambda(\lambda-\kappa^{2}\gamma)xn-1$ $(n\geq 1)$ .





We now rewrite the equation for $\lambda$ into the form
$\kappa^{2}=\frac{\lambda}{\gamma-\sum_{n\geq 0}(\beta|\theta-n-1\beta)\lambda^{n}}$.
Since $(\beta|\theta^{-n-1}\beta)\leq||\beta||^{2}||\theta^{-1}||^{n+1}$ , the formal power series
$w= \frac{z}{\gamma-\sum_{n\geq}0(\beta|\theta-n-1\beta)_{Z^{n}}}$
of $z$ is convergent in a neighborhood of $0\in \mathbb{C}$ and, for $\gamma\neq(\beta|\theta^{-1}\beta)$ , it is univalent near $z=0$
and $z$ can be expressed as an analytic function of $w$ . Thus, if $\gamma\neq(\beta|\theta^{-1}\beta)$ , we have an absolutely
convergent power series expression
$\lambda(\kappa^{2})=\sum_{\geq n1}\lambda n\kappa^{2}$
, $\lambda_{1}=\gamma-(\beta|\theta-1\beta)$
for sufficiently small $\kappa>0$ so that lt satisfies the equation for $\lambda$ .
Now the formal expression
$\epsilon=x_{0}\sum_{n\geq 0}\lambda(\kappa^{2})^{n_{\theta^{-n-}}}1\beta$
turns out to be absolutely convergent for small $\kappa>0$ as $\lambda(\kappa^{2})=O(\kappa^{2})$ and $||\theta^{-n}-1\beta||\leq||\theta^{-}1||n\dagger 1||\beta||$ .
As a conclusion, if $\gamma\neq(\beta|\theta^{-1}\beta)$ , then the selfadjoint operator




To apply these analyses to the case $\mathcal{K}=e_{\epsilon}\mathcal{H},$ $\theta=h_{\epsilon}(\kappa),$ $\beta=h_{\epsilon}b/2+\kappa f_{\epsilon}(\kappa)$ and $\gamma=(b|hb)/6+\kappa r(\kappa)$ ,
we need to make a closer look into the behavior of $\mu$ when $\epsilon$ and $\kappa$ converge to $0$ in a suitable way.
To simplify the notatlon, we set
$\rho_{0}=(\beta|\theta^{-1}\beta)-\gamma$ and $\rho_{n}=(\beta|\theta^{-n-1}\beta)$ for $n\geq 1$ .
Then the defining equation of $\mu$ takes the form
$\sum_{n\geq 0}\rho_{n}\kappa\mu 2nn=-\mu$
.
Lemma 1. Express $h(\kappa)=h+\kappa g(\kappa)$ with $g(\kappa)$ an operator-valued analytic function of $\kappa$ and set




$| \rho 0-\frac{1}{12}(b|hb)|\leq R\kappa+\frac{1}{4}||b||^{2}\epsilon+(\frac{1}{4}G||b||2+F||hb||+F^{2})\frac{\kappa}{\epsilon-G\kappa}$
and, for $n\geq 1$ ,
$\rho_{n}\leq\frac{||hb||^{2}/4+F||hb||+F^{2}}{(\epsilon-c_{\kappa})^{n+1}}$
whenever $G\kappa<\epsilon,$ $\kappa\leq 1$ and $\epsilon\leq 1$ .
Proof. By Neumann series expansion,
$h_{\epsilon}( \kappa)^{-1}=h-1(\epsilon(1+\kappa g_{\epsilon}\kappa)h^{-}\epsilon 1)-\iota=h-1\sum\epsilon(-\kappa g\epsilon(\kappa)h^{-1})^{n}n\geq 0\epsilon$ ’
which gives the estimate
$||h_{\epsilon}( \kappa)^{-}1||\leq||h-1|\epsilon|\sum_{n\geq 0}(\kappa G||h^{-}1|\epsilon|)^{n}\leq\epsilon^{-1}\sum_{n\geq 0}(\frac{G\kappa}{\epsilon})^{n}=\frac{1}{\epsilon-G\kappa}$
proving the first inequality.
To obtain the second inequality, we estimate $(\beta|\theta^{-1}\beta)-(b|h_{\epsilon}b)/4$ as follows:
$|( \beta|\theta^{-1}\beta)-\frac{1}{4}(b|h_{\epsilon}b)|$
$=|( \frac{1}{2}h_{\epsilon}b+\kappa f_{\epsilon}(\kappa)|h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)-1(\frac{1}{2}h_{\epsilon}b+\kappa f_{\epsilon}(\kappa)))-\frac{1}{4}(b|h_{\epsilon}b)|$
$=| \frac{1}{4}(b|h(\epsilon h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)^{-}1-h_{\epsilon}-1)h\epsilon b)+\kappa \mathcal{R}e(hb\epsilon|h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)^{-}1f\epsilon(\kappa))+\kappa^{2}(f_{\epsilon}(\kappa)|h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)^{-}1f\epsilon(\kappa))|$
$\leq\frac{1}{4}|(b|\sum_{n\geq 1}(-\kappa g_{\epsilon}(\kappa)h-1)^{n}\epsilon h\epsilon b)|+||h_{\epsilon}b||||f_{\epsilon}(\kappa)||\frac{\kappa}{\epsilon-G\kappa}+||f\epsilon(\kappa)||2_{\frac{\kappa^{2}}{\epsilon-G\kappa}}$
$\leq\frac{1}{4}\sum_{n\geq 1}||b||2\frac{(G\kappa)^{n}}{\epsilon^{n-1}}+F||hb||\frac{\kappa}{\epsilon-G\kappa}+F^{2}\frac{\kappa^{2}}{\epsilon-G\kappa}$
$=( \frac{||b||^{2}}{4}G\kappa\epsilon+F||hb||+F2\kappa)\frac{\kappa}{\epsilon-G\kappa}$ .
The third inequality is of a similar taste and comes from
$\beta n\leq\frac{1}{4}(h_{\epsilon}b|h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)^{-}n-1h_{\epsilon}b)+\kappa|(h_{\epsilon}b|h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)^{-}n-1f\epsilon(\kappa))|+\kappa(f_{\epsilon}(\kappa)|h\epsilon(\kappa)^{-}n-1f_{\epsilon}(\kappa)2)$
together with the first inequality. $\square$
Lemma 2. We can find a positive real $\delta=\delta(h, b, F, G)<1$ such that
$\rho_{1}\geq\frac{1}{8}\frac{||hb||^{2}}{||h||^{2}}$
whenever $0<\epsilon\leq\delta,$ $0<\kappa\leq\delta$ and $0<\kappa/(\epsilon-G\kappa)^{2}\leq\delta$ .
Prvof. This follows from
$( \beta|\theta^{-2}\beta)=\frac{1}{4}(b|h_{\epsilon}h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)^{-}2h_{\epsilon}b)+\kappa \mathcal{R}e(h_{\epsilon}b|h\epsilon(\kappa)-2f\epsilon(\kappa))+\kappa 2(f_{\epsilon}(\kappa)|h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)-2f_{\epsilon}(\kappa))$
$\geq\frac{1}{4}\frac{||h_{\epsilon}b||^{2}}{||h(\kappa)||^{2}}-F||hb||\frac{\kappa}{(\epsilon-G\kappa)^{2}}-F^{2}\frac{\kappa^{2}}{(\epsilon-G\kappa)^{2}}$ .
Here we used the operator inequality $||h(\kappa)||^{-1}1\leq h_{\epsilon}(\kappa)^{-1}$ in the second line. $\square$
We now combine all these to get
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Lemma 3 Let $\kappa=\epsilon^{4}$ . Then there are positive reals $\delta=\delta(h, b, F, G)<1$ and $M=M(h, b, F, G)>1$
such that, if $\epsilon\leq\delta_{j}$ then $\rho_{0}\leq.M|$.
$’\rho_{1}\geq M^{-1}$ and
$\frac{\rho_{n}}{\rho_{1}}\kappa^{n-\iota_{M}n-1}\leq 1$
for $n\geq 1$ .
Proof. By the previous lemmas, we can find $M>1$ such that $\rho_{0}\leq M$ and $\rho_{1}\geq M^{-1}$ for sufficiently
small $\epsilon>0$ . The third inequality is trivial if $n=1$ . For $n\geq 2$ , the estimate
$\frac{\rho_{n}}{\rho_{1}}\kappa^{\hslash-}M1n-1\leq 2(||h||2+4\frac{F||h||^{2}}{||hb||}+4\frac{F^{2}||h|^{2}}{||hb||^{2}})\frac{(M\kappa)^{n-1}}{(\epsilon-G\kappa)^{n+}1}$
$=2(||h||24 \frac{F||h||^{2}}{||hb||}+4\frac{F^{2}||h||^{2}}{||hb||^{2}})+\frac{M^{n-1}\epsilon^{3n}-5}{(1-G\epsilon^{3})^{n+}1}$
shows that the left-hand side converges to $0$ uniformly in $n\geq 2$ when $\epsilon$ goes to $0$ .
From the inequality
$\rho_{n}\kappa^{2n}M^{n}\leq M\rho_{1}\kappa n+1\leq M(\frac{||hb||^{2}}{4}+F||hb||+F^{2})\frac{\kappa^{n+1}}{(\epsilon-G\kappa)^{2}}$
$=M( \frac{||hb||^{2}}{4}+F||hb||+F^{2})\frac{\epsilon^{4n+2}}{(1-c_{\epsilon}3)^{2}}$.
for $n\geq 1$ , the power series
$\sum_{n\geq 0}\rho n\kappa t^{n}2n$
defines areal analytic function $\varphi(t)$ for $|t|<M$ . From the inequality,
$\varphi’(t)=\sum_{1n\geq}n\rho n\kappa t^{n-1}2n$
$\geq\rho_{1}\kappa^{2}-\sum_{n\geq 2}n\rho n\kappa 2nM^{n-1}$
$\geq\rho_{1}\kappa^{2}-\sum_{n\geq 2}\rho_{1}n\kappa^{n\dagger 1}$
$= \rho_{1}\kappa^{2}(2-\frac{1}{(1-\kappa)^{2}})$ ,
the function $\varphi(t)$ is strictly increasing in $-M<t<M$ for sufficiently small $\epsilon>0$ , whence the
equation $\varphi(t)=-t$ has a unique solution $\mu=\mu_{\epsilon}$ in the interval $(-M, 0)$ .
The inequality









shows that the summation
$\xi=\sum_{n\geq 0}\lambda n_{\theta}-n-1\beta$
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in $e_{\epsilon}\mathcal{H}$ is absolutely convergent for sufficiently small $\kappa=\epsilon^{4}$ and the previous arguments on analytic
perturbations prove that $\xi$ gives rise to an eigenvector of $C_{\epsilon}$ of eigenvalue $\kappa^{2}\mu_{\epsilon}$ , which contradicts
with the assumption $C_{\epsilon}\geq 0$ because $\mu_{\epsilon}<0$ for sufficiently small $\epsilon>0$ for $\kappa=\epsilon^{4}$ .
3. EXAMPLES
For a pair of bounded self-adjoint operators $(A, B)$ satisfying $A\leq B$ , we set
$\kappa(A, B)=\sup\{\kappa\geq 0;e^{\kappa A}\leq e^{\kappa B}\}$ ,
which has the following obvious properties:
$\{$
$\kappa(A+c1, B+c1)=\kappa(A, B)$ if $c$ is areal number.
$\kappa(cA, cB)=\frac{1}{\mathrm{c}}\kappa(A, B)$ if $c$ is apositive real.
$\kappa(UAU", UBU^{*})=\kappa(A, B)$ if $U$ is aunitary operator.
When $A$ and $B$ are 2 $\cross 2$ hermitian matrices, after the composition of these three operations, the
pair $(A, B)$ takes the form
$A=$ , $B=\lambda+\mu$
with $\lambda,$ $\mu$ reals except for the trivial case that $A$ is a scalar matrix (use the angle representation of
two projections).
The condition of majorization $A\leq B$ is then equivalent to
$0\leq\lambda\sin^{2}\theta+\mu\cos\theta 2\leq\lambda\mu$ ,
which particularly implies $\lambda\geq 0,$ $\mu\geq 0$ .
Now the following is easy to check:
Proposition 4. Assume that $\cos\theta\sin\theta\neq 0$ . Then, for $\lambda\geq 0,$ $\mu\geq 0$ , we have
$\{$
$\kappa(A, B)=+\infty$ if and only if $\lambda\geq 1$ and $\mu\geq 1$ .
$0<\kappa(A, B)<+\infty$ if and only if $(\lambda-1)(\mu-1)<0,$ $\lambda\sin^{2}\theta+\mu\cos^{2}\theta<\lambda\mu$ .
$\kappa(A, B)=0$ if and only if $(\lambda-1)(\mu-1)<0,$ $\lambda\sin^{2}\theta+\mu\cos^{2}\theta=\lambda\mu$ .
For example, choose $\sin\theta=\cos\theta=1/\sqrt{2}$ and




for $n\geq 3$ . Then
$B_{n}= \frac{2n}{(n-2)(3n-2)}$
majorates $A$ with the limit
$B= \lim_{\infty narrow}B_{n}=\frac{2}{3}$
and these satisfy $\kappa(A, B_{n})>0,$ $\kappa(A, B)=0$ .
Now we are ready to construct an example of bounded self-adjoint operators $A’\leq B’$ with no
infinitesimal exponential order relation and having the trivial kernel for the difference $B’-A’$ : Let
$A’\leq B’$ be defined on the Hilbert space
$\bigoplus_{n\geq 3}\mathbb{C}^{2}$
by
$A’= \bigoplus_{\hslash\geq 3}$ , $B’= \bigoplus_{n\geq 3}Bn$ .
Then clearly $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(B^{J}-A’)=\{0\}$ . If $\kappa=\kappa(A’, Bl)=\inf\{\kappa(A, B_{n});n\geq 3\}>0,$ $e^{\kappa A}\leq e^{\kappa B_{\mathfrak{n}}}$ for any
$n\geq 3$ and therefore, by taking the limit $narrow\infty,$ $e^{\kappa A}\leq e^{\kappa B}$ , which is impossible because $\kappa(A, B)=0$ .
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